
Benefits +
A truly flexible benefits scheme 
for over 30,000 employees

Benefex and Centrica have 
been on a journey together 
to deliver a truly ‘anytime’ 
flexible benefits solution 
to cater for their diverse, 
widespread workforce.

The scheme includes benefits that can 

be selected anytime (not just during an 

enrolment window), and employees can 

make their selections on-the-go using any 

device – desktop, mobile or tablet.

30,000
employees

22 
benefits

“We have been on a journey of improvement 

over the last few years with embedding new 

technology to support employees to make 

choices easier, and also introducing new  

benefits.” Kate Styles, Head of Benefits, Europe 



The scheme 
It was important that the benefits appealed 

to all employees across every income and 

seniority level, whether they are head 

office-based, site-based or field employees. 

To present a simple decision-making 

process and ensure employees fully 

understand the T&Cs, we decided to 

review the benefit documents that were 

available on each benefit page within 

OneHub. As a result they were reduced 

from six documents per benefit into one 

‘In a Nutshell’ document per benefit. 

We also appointed and trained Benefit 

Advocates to spread the message of 

the scheme horizontally. We keep the 

advocates updated regularly; sharing 

results and news, including a generational 

breakdown of benefit take-up. 

Benefits that are 
flexible, accessible 
and evolving

Objectives of  
the scheme:
1.  To make the benefits  

truly flexible

2.  Ensure the portal is easily  

accessible and usable 

3. Give employees a voice

4.  Continue to evolve the flexible 

benefits journey and offering

Social media
In order to give our employees a voice and listen to their feedback on the 

benefits on offer, Centrica have recently started using internal social network, 

Yammer. This means that employees can provide feedback 24/7, whether 

positive or negative.  Using a Yammer poll, 37% of employees wanted to see  

a technology benefit added to the scheme – so that’s what we did!



“We did formal polls on our internal social 

media site to find out what employees 

wanted and what benefits were popular, 

alongside external benchmarking.” 

Kate Styles, Head of Benefits, Europe

18,687
employees 

submitted benefits

90%
of employees said they 
liked email as a benefit 

communication channel

Winner
Responsible Business Gala Awards  

‘Championing an Ageing Workforce’ Award

Shortlisted
Employee Benefits Awards  
‘Best Flexible Benefits Plan’ 

Workplace Savings and Benefits Awards  
‘Best Benefits Strategy/Innovation’ 

‘Savings & Benefits Team’

“We are certainly seeing among staff, 

especially with new employees, that  

they are enjoying the flexibility to select 

benefits outside of work on mobile devices.” 

Kate Styles, Head of Benefits, Europe

98%
of employee helpdesk  
calls answered within 

20 seconds

Results
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